
quantified self event. I then cooked a pasta for Myrtina and we were off biking to town where we went in a few shops before walking up hill to the old village, the one saved from the socialist
sanitation... I there started feeling proud of Södertälje, placed really nicely and with such an history and so graceful before encountering industrialization. After a pleasant afternoon we went
home and made nice love, falling asleep to wake up and find food made by Myrtina for me, thus turning my soul romantic and sweet again, despite the crisis we have just been through, mostly
regarding our future together.

A very sunny day and I sat forth updating my project, waking up Myrthe a little later to let her also work a bit prior setting off to sunny Stockholm where we met Asmund. He was very weak and
could barely walk but we did manage to go all the way to beautiful Djursgarden where we laid on the grass. I avoided eating since it was way too expensive and later took the boat back to the old
town. From there Myrthe and I decided to go home and felt rather reunited, forgetting all the past issues and just living the present. Now home on the commuter to cook some Asian food.

A fantastic day and a very totally sunny one, a sunny Easter day. I woke up with allot of fantastic dreams, sleeping by my baby who herself has also allot of dreams, as if we were related in some
ways. I did a quick project update before preparing for a bike ride with as much as food and tortellini. Off we went biking by the beautiful river, hitting all the places I once biked with Åsmund
and August last fall and finally reaching the bottom of the little Copper mountain. I finally was able to make a little film of us walking to the top. There we ate in the total spring sun and with a
fantastic scene ahead of us. In a good mood we walked down and biked back to town where we discovered a little art space on top of a hill and saw the genuine work of some young guys still
with all their illusions of becoming someone with their art. After a little carrot cake we biked home and laid in my sunny room to make love and sleep to latter feel most in love, cooking Asian
food and listening to the great poet Lucio Battisti... we need these poets!

Yet another sunny day spent with Myrthe, first being very lazy in bed in this day after Easter and then going to town shopping for a pair of shoes for her. She contented herself with some very
cheap sneakers for teenagers which goes well in her little feet and from there we stayed in a park in town laying on the grass and talking to one another. I often have negative thoughts about my
academic situation and so forth but overall with had a nice time together also walking back to the station and waiting for her bus to the main airport now that the cheap flights has been taken
away. It is interesting to notice how our love is like a little baby needing much care, and crying... so really now that August has grown old my new crying baby is the phone beeping with
Myrthina seeking for my love. In the evening I went home all by myself and did quite some work on the show-room managing to get all the screens and electronics on to take a picture for my
supervisor which I will meet tomorrow.

An interesting day waking up and feeling really shit, particularly in my head, almost as if after a nice weekend of romance I was unable to focus. I sort of new what the problem was, mainly that I
haven't really being training in the last days, keeping up my usual discipline with all the time dedicated to  August and then Myrthe. I then went our straight away and did some
Chinese gymnastics in the sun before preparing myself to go to the university after a very long time. My main issue was to meet the people that has caused me so much distress in the past months
but they were not there the theorists. I had a meeting with Stina instead and she was a super angel, really trying hard to let my practice and passion talk rather than repress it. I thus felt she is
giving me a big chance and I shouldn't let go as I had being planing to ever since the crisis with academia. I actually spent my time preparing for the course on ethnography and I am really
seriously wanting to pursue that road, the road of becoming an ethnographer. I will have to read some articles first but hopefully this will be my way, listening to the world rather than shouting at
it. It took me some time to stand up but now I went to the gym and I am on my way home where I will take a bath and draw, getting a bit away from all the cheat chat of digital technology I have
to entertain with Myrthe, since i really feel my brain needs some clean up...

A day spent most productively, finally being able to dream, avoiding to work with technologies and video conferencing with Myrthe yesterday night. I was up with most good intentions to make
the most out of the day and in fact I did manage a big laundry and a thorough update of my project. I also managed to start recruiting and evaluating a few possible programmers for my Virtual
game but I perhaps feel that I should explore this alone now first, after I get the full video-engine software through the university. At noon, instead of going out right away to run, I have struggled
quite allot to get an extra internet cable to my room in order to make a faster back-up of my project on the little server I have now attached to the wall. I went running afterwards in my little park
despite the weather feeling colder now and latter I was finally on the papers I am writing for each part of my project as Stina wants to see them although there is till allot of work ahead. I feel a
bit agitated now since in a few minutes, with the sun setting ahead of me, I will talk to the Quantified Self organizers in San Francisco... have no clue why they want to talk to me...

I am keeping the window of my studio a bit open to let some sun in as I haven't been much able to go out today. After talking to my supervisor and then to Gary Wolf, the Wired magazine guy
yesterday, having found them both enthusiast about my project, I really sat forth like a train, shooting e-mails and being most efficient. My brain off course felt rather chaotic and I went out for
some tai-chi and went back in for some food and a power nap before talking to Jason, a programmer from Chicago, a nice guy who however wanted too much money to implement the video-
game. Prior talking to on Skype, I managed to write down the speech for the Amsterdam conference next month (Gary put me as a main speaker) and also write an application for a
residency in Maastricht on archeology which is again somewhat related to my video-game. I am thus really pushing forward, boasting as I was told to boast and I have not really done so in the
last years. Carpe diem then... not really like who was really heavy today, saying how much he keeps at home and does not want to go anywhere nor do anything with a million women
calling him and so forth... Anyhow, I better call my mom to compensate a bit and don't get too affected by his way of being, this prior talking via Skype to another programmer...

A very sunny day again and I woke up a bit too early, anxious to hear from the university of the arts but then resolving to set off for a major bike ride to the university. It was indeed magical,
particularly the lakes, mirrors of the solar sky but also a little amazing road I found along a fantastic hill. I cannot complain about the nature here, all places and people have their good sides. The
road unfortunately stopped and I had to walk with the heavily packed bike down a steep path with broken staircases where an hermit must have lived. In Tullinge lake I planned to reach a small
mountain, the highest in the region, and purify myself but the wood with the bike was impenetrable. I might try again tomorrow on foot. At the university I was all dressed like a bump, tan like a
gypsy but I did not cared and just went to the office where Roman was seating most elegantly. He is really in this conspiracy theory about Puttin soon to dominate the entire Europe. If not in
politics, he is in to women, obsessively so... well, aside from his accounts I have tried to writes the papers for each part of my project using the first person and did so successfully, I believe.
We'll see what Stina has to say about them. Maybe they are way too personal, but now I think I have no options but finish this PhD and she quite an angel... almost too kind. In the late afternoon
I went to the gym and now I am heading home for a weekend alone...

Sunny and sporty but feeling quite melancholic as something is wrong with me within. It is Saturday and I woke up with not so many dreams. I updated my project and talked on the computer to
Myrthe with whom we have agreed to rent a car in July and travel a bit in the North of Italy prior attending Alessandro's wedding and meet all my old good friends. I also sent out the paper I was
supposed to send to this final mandatory course of my PhD, truncating allot of parts and twisting a bit, but really not loosing any time on it whatsoever. After a scrambled egg with veggies off I
went to town, feeling most glad about Södertälje, how beautiful it looks in the spring but then getting once again shocked about the fiumana of emancipated immigrants in the downtown. There I
bought a bag for Myrthe, the same model as the one that got stolen and a few things for me to keep up with my show room. Quite packed with stuff I anyway biked out to a part of town I never
explored before, the North West side. I was not so impressed about the natural reserve there but really what impressed me was on my way back to confront entire neighborhoods of Arab
immigrants with allot of trash in the forest. Luckily some parts where better and the Arab kids could play basketball and soccer. The rest of the afternoon I sat at the sunny waterfront to write yet
another background for a paper about the Juridic part of my project. A mad man with a percussion was playing really skillfully and got me quite much going. Still, despite everything, perhaps my
solitude and the little prospect I feel for the future after being neglected to be part of the Swedish art world, has made me rather corrupted. This exclusion is unbearable after so much work... at
least perhaps a more community based society would have felt some responsibility but I really feel now that I can easily die and no one would give a heck. The time has however come to fulfill
the reason why I am here, construct my Virtual environment and that will soon come... I guess with no one's help since not even programmers are interested ... and this job would be paid! 

Another sunny day and I thought of quickly going over my project to then go out but rally what happened in the end was that I got determined to solve a few problems I had with my Virtual
memory cathedral. In the first place the door that was too small and that I solved quickly but then also the roof which had the wrong panels and that took me literally the entire day, trying to find
the right sequences and proportions. I struggled and struggled till at last I was able to get it right, this while chatting and talking to Myrthe in the meantime. My dream is coming true and I feel
happy to be working on it. This is what I am, a builder committed to build and feeling most responsible for it, giving all myself. I even managed at last to talk to a Danish young programmer but
will see if I actually need these people, I really want to keep up by myself as I know for experience that my way, the easiest way, is the way!! Now to bed and maybe tomorrow some outdoor
activities although I have been standing most of the time!

Another day of sun and nice weather but still spending my time inside working hard on my Virtual memory cathedral, fixing some staircases and then importing the project to something that is
really getting on my head now: Unity3d, the game engine I have started utilizing with little August and now is getting a serious game. It was again quite frustrating from the beginning to get
started but then everything worked alright and I was able to import the new architecture and also start playing with textures... Meantime I am still negotiating with programmers and it seems
hopeless in Europe and America as they ask for incredible amounts of money basically all I was able to save in a year, removing most of the fun from my life, this for a month work. In the
afternoon I managed however to go out and enjoy the super warm weather, training in my little park and then even going grocery after which, like a very good worker (of my own farm), I have
scanned through the trash I collected in the last months and lastly I sat to still negotiate with programmers, finally finding a cheap one in Poland who has not replied me however. Now I should
take it easy, eat and do some drawings!

A day started really sunny and with some few dreams to remember despite all the work I am putting in my project now. I was happy to say the work from the Chicago programmer Jason, who
went a bit forward with the rendering of my Virtual cathedral. I got upset instead with other Americans, namely the people from Quantified Self who have, as it seems, removed me from the
plenary section possibly after having read my poster... well, still to be seen now as they are just waking up in San Francisco but really for a time I thought of just skipping the whole event. With
these mixtures of positive and negative feelings I went to the university where I solved rapidly allot of issues such as refining a plan for my thesis, working on the budget to possibly be able to
pay Jason and also do some readings for the upcoming Ethnography course. I have been really speedy and later even met my supervisor who was nice and positive, trying to work with me rather
than blocking me. It is decided that i should buy the game engine, a rather expensive software and I will do at home (arriving now in a bit with a commuter). it was also decided that my second
supervisor should be Marie, a woman me and Jacek talked with the last time I was in Malmö, apparently a poet and generally a nice person to talk to and quite inspiring with a very strong
American accent. Now home to deal with more issues, the conference, the programming and eventually talking to little Myrthe...

Yesterday night the Media and Communication professors from the course I have attended in the last months, wrote me that the paper I sent to them was absolutely not respecting the guidelines
they have given us and I had to rewrite it. The ghost of the philosophy professor experience I had a year ago suddenly rose again and, after some hesitation, I wen to sleep only to wake up in the
middle of thenight and set forth to rewrite the entire paper, finishing it on time for one of the professors to approve it. With that of the way, I started playing with the game engine bought
yesterday whie talking to August on Skype. He called me to day that he preferred to be at his grandparents in the countryside, to make last of April bonfire I was so much contributing to when I
was the little servant of that little tribe. I immediatelly understood him and said he could go to what might become one day his domain. I kept constructing my domain today, the Virtual one and
went quite forward figuring out quite many things however not being able to import videos but now at least I feel more confident. After a deep nap,I had to go to the university to fill in the papers
to get reimbursed for the software I bought. I was quite social and met up with Peter to discuss my upcoming lecturing commitments (very little) and then talked to Roman who was quite happy
to see my Virtual game environment. Now home for four days of complete solitude before some intense week with allot of social gathering.

I was thinking of taking it easy today but in fact I spent the entire day working on the Virtual cathedral, regathering bits of my life while suspending in reality my life. The weather got
considerably worst anyway and I will simply boast a bit my project now that in a week I have the Amsterdam conference. By the way, after seven years I have barely made any news, here I come
again, briefly at least, being placed at the forefront of the Quantified Self conference, using my very work as an example... although they called me an artist but I am in fact some sort of an
outsider for sure considering I mingle so very little. Well, the coming few weeks are an exception I guess and now I feel happy my work is coming together. I feel like a painter these days,
painting the Virtual environment I am slowly but quite consistently putting together and it feels like perhaps no programmer is really needed but will see what I get out of it! Now maybe some
running in my little park and tomorrow certainly the gym, if not on Saturday, as I know by experience, seating for a whole day cannot be any good... but my head feels most happy and satisfied
making my project come (Virtually) true!

Another super full day of just fully working on the video game, starting the morning however with updating my project and setting up  few things in the show-room to latter photograph it. Then
going quite far with the video-game, adding all these features that would have otherwise costed an incredible sum. Doing all alone then, as usual having already experienced that all that
programmers did for me I soon stopped using and all that I build by myself I can keep forever on. Quite glad about the video-game then and also talking to Jacek in the evening, keeping each
other company as we are both on the same boat with girls, Brett not really wanting him around and Myrthe once again not getting back to me all evening, probably again out... total independence
then, for everyone (for me only to do my project which is in fact a total dependence but at least for something meaningful, I believe).

It was cold and not so sunny today and I thought of giving it the last push with the game now that I can only use the stationary computer as it got so big. I did so in face, making quite some
progress through out the day but starting to feel a bit burnt in my head. I did learn many things though such as how to animate objects, create smoke and several other tricks and effects, making
the whole game quite compelling by now. Well, there were a few things I could not implement like the scrolling text and I had to try out all sort of tricks to go around it. I still would not know
whether I need a programmer or not. It would be interesting to try by for instance showing the game soon to others. I am in fact trying to take it close to an end so that I can show it during next
weekend Quantified Self conference in Amsterdam. I only have today left and other than that I really thought today of going to the gym, particularly after Myrthe announced me that she is off for
a road trip this August... one more surprise! I then went off to the university completely empty as we are now in the middle of this first of May long weekend. As I was going up the escalator I
soon realized I forgot my card in my jeans, as I was using it to activate the printer... well, not to make the day more gray, after once again Myrthe's declarations of independence, I went first for a
pee in the wood and then I just continued on and on and on through allot of fake and crowded middle class suburbia. All I had in mind was to finally reach the little mountain in the neighborhood
and in fact so I did, just out of my intuition I was soon at her feet, contemplating the idea of leaving for Iceland this summer, in the August I was supposed to spend with Myrthe. I think I should
in fact, purify my soul and me in some kind of exotic nature and I probably will as I used to back in the days, be driven by strong passions that sat me off all these dependencies. It was a long
way back along the beautiful Tullinge lake, this time on the right side and I had to wait long for the commuter back home, having also to buy cigarettes for a teenager... now home anyway, to
prepare and eat some deserved food. 

I am on the train now, just passing over beautiful and sunny Södertälje with its fields of land and see. I say beautiful because the situation in Stockholm downtown is really dreadful with allot of
beggars and all sorts of destitute people, a bit like me, as I felt today. Yesterday, after the walk, I did tell Myrthe what I thought, although I should have really left this girl in peace. She must be
living in the horror now of telling me anything, the times she goes out with her friends and so forth. I am instead in complete solitude... not that I am asocial but this solitude is the precondition to
my poetic work. During the short fight over Skype yesterday I even smacked my table and through my iphone on wall when she told me how much her attitude disgusted her. Everyone is right
and everyone is not, but the hardest thing is to know how to go about. In times of crisis I am always the first to leave in order to regain my integrity but now I feel very completed in that respect
as I also managed to produce the first game of my project. I feel now really very prepared for the conference ahead and I will keep on preparing in the coming days, now leaving the video-game
development a bit to the side to dedicate myself on other promotional material for the conference. I am now going through the beautiful landscape, alternating fields with forests and lakes but
reading a small book I got from Davide's parents written by my relative Rigoni Stern and suddenly some pathos for my native highland come back and in the end, when Myrthe will be on her
road trip I could go there, alone.

A nice day in a way, here in Alingsås feeling happy now that I have talked to Mythe and we have explained ourselves, making sure from now on that we can communicate our feeling to one
another. The morning also was sunny and greenish, walking with Jacek to the beautiful lake here next to the railroad with which I used to commute so much with on my weekly way to the West
coast of Sweden to teach, almost a decade ago now. I did not want to join the national retreat of media students but in the end Jacek convinced me and I joined them. By now I know most of
them and it was nice and light to listen to their too political and theoretical papers while myself again preparing for the upcoming conference. In the evening Jacek and I again took a smaller walk
even though i feel quite tired and wasted, almost as if I would need to sleep a few days in a row but luckily now I will soon go to my baby for a taking care of ourselves cure. Now to eat with the
scholar bunch in this pretty small town where I would not mind living if I wouldn't know how small societies can turn like a Von Trier movie.

On my way to the Netherlands now, a relatively small trip from the old Gothenburg, the first city where I landed and stayed for at least a year before I moved to Stockholm. I am not sure how
long ithas been that I haven't put my foot there but, for the little time I spent in the city, many memories came back to life, also relating to Liselott and my old international students with whom




